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Abstract. Foreign-key relationship is one of the most important constraints be-
tween two tables. Previous works focused on detecting inclusion dependencies
(INDs) or foreign keys in relational database. To discover foreign-key relationship
is obviously helpful for analyzing and integrating data in web tables. However, be-
cause of poor quality of web tables, it is difficult to discover foreign keys by existing
techniques based on checking basic integrity constraints. In this paper, we propose
a hybrid human-machine framework to detect foreign keys on web tables. After
discovering candidates and evaluating their confidence of being true foreign keys by
machine algorithm, we verify those candidates leveraging the power of the crowd.
To reduce the monetary cost, a dynamical task selection technique based on conflict
detection and inclusion dependency is proposed, which could eliminate redundant
tasks and assign the most valuable tasks to workers. Additionally, to make workers
complete tasks more effectively and efficiently, sampling strategy is applied to mini-
mize the number of tuples posed to the crowd. We conducted extensive experiments
on real-world datasets and results show that our framework can obviously improve
foreign key detection accuracy on web tables with lower monetary cost and time
cost.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Foreign-key relationship is one of the most important constraints between two tables.
Previous works focus on detecting inclusion dependencies (abbr. INDs) or foreign
keys in relational database [1, 2, 3, 4], in which table name, uniqueness of key and
strict inclusion dependency between foreign key (the dependent attribute) and pri-
mary key (the referenced attribute) are important factors for detecting foreign keys.
The worldwide web contains a vast amount of tables on varieties of topics [5], and
to discover foreign-key relationship is obviously helpful for analyzing and integrat-
ing data in web tables. Unfortunately, all the previous works could not be used
directly on web tables which often lose table names and sometimes have noisy data.
In fact, web tables may not satisfy the entity integrity constraint and referential
integrity constraint. Figure 1 shows fragments of typical web tables from Google
Table [6] which miss table names and have duplicated tuples. There is a foreign key
relationship between tables in Figure 1, where country in Figure 1 b) is a foreign
key referencing short name in Figure 1 a). However, foreign key detection method
in relational database could not be used in such tables which lose some schema in-
formation and also do not satisfy basic integrity constraints. Furthermore, even if
a web table has a table name, it often does not include meaningful information which
could describe the semantics of this table exactly. Because of poor quality of web
tables, it is difficult to discover foreign keys effectively only by machine algorithm.

a) b)

Figure 1. An example of web tables

Recent researches have shown that crowdsourcing could be used effectively to
solve problems that are difficult for computers, such as entity resolution [7], senti-
ment analysis [8], and image recognition [9]. We propose a hybrid human-machine
framework that leverages human intelligence to discover foreign keys on web ta-
bles effectively. Our framework implements foreign key detection in two phases,
which are finding candidates by machine algorithm and validating candidates by
the crowd.
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The first phase is for candidate generation. Because web tables may not satisfy
the entity integrity constraint and referential integrity constraint, we define unique-
ness degree to measure the proportion of unique values in a column and coverage
rate to measure the proportion of dependent attribute values contained in the refer-
enced attribute. Then we use four features to evaluate the possibility of a candidate
being a true foreign key which are the unique degree of the referenced attribute,
the coverage rate of the referenced attribute to the dependent attribute, the column
names’ similarity and whether the dependent attribute is a key. Short of semantics,
it is so difficult for computer to understand relationships between two tables that
will result in some false positive candidates. Fortunately, with the intelligence of
humans, those false positive candidates can be easily distinguished.

After the first phase, candidates are generated inevitably with some false pos-
itives, so crowdsourcing is used for distinguishing true foreign keys from all candi-
dates. As the crowd is not free, cost control is one of the biggest challenges in data
management with the crowd [10]. To reduce the monetary cost, number of tasks
should be reduced. Considering some conflicts in candidates and inclusion depen-
dency between dependent attributes, we propose dynamical task selection methods
based on conflict detection and inclusion dependency. The experimental results
show our method can effectively reduce the number of tasks.

Besides the monetary cost, time cost is also to be considered for crowdsourcing
tasks. For foreign key validation, workers have to check content between two tables.
Facing tables with too many tuples, workers will be impatient with taking long time
to browse the whole table and make decision. So, to reduce the latency of tasks, we
propose a task reduction method based on sampling strategy, which could reduce
the volume of web tables under the condition that the original relationship between
tables could be held.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• To our best knowledge, we are the first to propose a hybrid human-machine
framework for discovering foreign keys on web tables which may not satisfy the
entity integrity constraint and referential integrity constraint.

• To reduce monetary cost for crowdsourcing tasks, we propose a dynamical task
selection technique based on conflict detection and inclusion dependency, which
could eliminate redundant tasks and assign the most valuable tasks to workers.

• To avoid latency of tasks, we propose a task reduction method based on sampling
strategy to minimize the number of tuples posed to the crowd.

• Based on real-world datasets, we evaluated the performance of human-machine
hybrid approach and effectiveness of our dynamical task selection method and
task reduction method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present solution overview
in Section 2. Section 3 gives the machine algorithm for generating and scoring
foreign key candidates on web tables. Our dynamical task selection method and
task reduction method are discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Then
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we report results of experiment in Section 6, discuss related works in Section 7, and
conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 SOLUTION OVERVIEW

To discover foreign keys on web tables, we propose a hybrid human-machine frame-
work. Our framework takes as input a set of web tables and generates foreign key
candidates by machine algorithm. Then the false positive candidates are verified by
the crowd and true foreign keys are output. Figure 2 shows the framework.

Figure 2. A hybrid human-machine framework for discovering foreign keys on web tables

There are two phases in our framework. In the first phase, machine algorithm
is used to find candidates on input tables and calculate their confidences to be true
foreign keys (the details will be described in Section 3). Then candidates with high
confidence will be verified by the crowd in the second phase. As the crowd is not
free, we take measures to reduce monetary cost by reducing the number of tasks.
Because there are some tasks that could be deduced by other tasks, we dynami-
cally select tasks based on conflict detection (Section 4.1) and inclusion dependency
(Section 4.2). The task selection method based on conflict detection reduces tasks
in conflict with those verified as true, while the task selection method based on
inclusion dependency reduces tasks which can be deduced by those verified with
the method. Browsing a whole table with a large volume will surely make workers
impatient and lead a high latency. So, we try to reduce tables’ volume leveraging
a combinational sampling strategy (Section 5). After steps above, only most valu-
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able tasks are posted to the crowd through the crowdsourcing platform, and the
final verified results are returned.

3 FOREIGN KEY CANDIDATE GENERATION

In our framework for discovering foreign keys on web tables, generating candidates
is the first step.

Definition 1 (Uniqueness Degree). Given table S and its attribute S.b, the uni-
queness degree of S.b, denoted as UNI (S.b), is the ratio of S.b’s cardinality to S’s
cardinality.

UNI (S.b) =
|S.b|
|S|

. (1)

Definition 2 (Coverage Rate). Given a pair of tables R, S and attributes R.a, S.b
in R and S, respectively, the coverage rate of S.b on R.a, denoted as COV (S.b, R.a),
could be calculated using following formula:

COV (S.b, R.a) =
|R.a ∩ S.b|
|R.a|

. (2)

We start the detection from measuring the confidence of attribute pairs to be
true foreign keys. As web tables may lose or duplicate some cells or tuples, we relax
checking the uniqueness of key and containment relationship between key and foreign
key which are necessary conditions for foreign key detection in relational database.
Let δ be the threshold of primary keys’ uniqueness degree, λ be the threshold of
primary keys’ coverage rate to the foreign key, and p = (R.a, S.b) denote a pair of
attributes where R and S are corresponding tables. For attribute pair (R.a, S.b) with
UNI (S.b) ≥ δ and COV (S.b, R.a) ≥ λ, we use a scoring function CTF (R.a, S.b) to
measure the attribute pair’s confidence to be a true foreign key. The scoring function
is a weighted sum of 4 scores corresponding to 4 features as follows:

S.b’s unique degree: Score1 = UNI (S.b).

S.b’s coverage to R.a: Score2 = COV (S.b, R.a).

The similarity between attribute name of R.a and S.b:
Score3 = Sim(R.a, S.b).

Whether R.a is a key: Score4 = 1 if R.a is a key (UNI (R.a) ≥ δ) otherwise
Score4 = 0.

CTF (R.a, S.b) =
4∑
i=1

ωiScore i. (3)

In Equation (3), 0 < ω1, ω2, ω3 < 1, ω4 < 0 . If CTF (R.a, S.b) is higher than
the threshold of confidence, (R.a, S.b) is recognized as a foreign key candidate and

denoted as R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b.
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An important problem in this step is how to evaluate the string similarity. Gen-
erally, the similarity matching algorithm could be accurate matching and fuzzy
matching. Accurate matching is usually used in traditional inclusion dependencies
discovery in relational database [1, 2, 4]. For web tables often with noisy data,
we use edit distance to evaluate the similarity between attributes’ values and Jaro
Winkler Distance [11] to measure similarity between attributes’ names.

Though we try our best to improve accuracy of the candidate generation method,
there are still many false positive candidates in the result. Therefore, we decide to
utilize human intelligence to find true foreign keys from candidates.

4 DYNAMICAL TASK SELECTION

For discovering foreign keys on web tables, we adopt a human-machine hybrid ap-
proach which first uses machine algorithm to generate a foreign key candidate set,
and then ask humans to verify candidates in the set as either foreign-key or non-
foreign-key. As the crowd is not free, cost control is one of the most important
problems in crowdsourced data management, and appropriate task selection will
surely make the crowd work more efficiently. For reducing monetary cost, we dy-
namically detect redundant tasks and assign the most valuable tasks to workers.
In this section, we propose the dynamical task selection method based on conflict
detection and inclusion dependency between dependent attributes.

Since, in our setting, some candidates will be verified by crowd, and others will be
deduced by the task selection method. We call the former as crowdsourced(labeled)
candidates , and the latter as deduced(labeled)candidates.

4.1 Task Selection Based on Conflict Detection

In a list of foreign key candidates, there often exist some conflicts. If a candidate is
verified to be true, its conflicts must be false. We could utilize conflict relationship
between candidates to reduce number of crowdsourcing tasks.

Definition 3 (Foreign Key Candidates Reference Graph). Given a set of foreign
key candidates FC, a foreign key candidates reference graph is a weighted directed
graph FKRG = 〈ζ, ϕ, ω〉, where:

• ζ is a set of attributes occurred in FC.

• ϕ is a set of foreign key candidates, and 〈R.a, S.b〉 ∈ ϕ iff R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b ∈ FC.

• ω is a set of weights, each of which corresponds to confidence on a foreign key
candidate in ϕ.

Figure 3 is an example of foreign key candidates reference graph. Given two
attributes A.a and B.b, if A.a is a candidate foreign key referencing B.b, there will
be a directed edge from A.a to B.b, this edge’s weight (i.e. 0.53) represents the

confidence of the foreign key candidate R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b.
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Figure 3. Foreign key candidates reference graph

A foreign key candidates reference graph is made up of vertexes and edges. While
edges have weights with them reflecting the confidence of candidates, vertexes should
be given weights reflecting average confidence of candidates related. The weight of
a vertex is defined in Definition 4 as its influence.

Definition 4 (Influence of Attributes). Given a foreign key candidates reference

graph FKRG = 〈ζ, ϕ, ω〉, T.m ∈ ζ, RS (T.m) =
{
R.a

δ,λ−→ S.b|R.a = T.m or S.b =

T.m
}

, the influence of T.m, denoted as Influence(T.m), could be calculated by the

following formula:

Influence (T.m) =

∑|RS(T.m)|
i=1 CTF (R.a, S.b)

|RS (T.m)|
(4)

where R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b ∈ RS(T.m).

For example, in Figure 3, Influence (A.a) = CTF (A.a,B.b)+CTF (A.a,B.c)+CTF (A.a,C.d)
3

= 0.66+0.53+0.70
3

= 0.63. Intuitively, if a vertex has high influence, candidates related
to this vertex may have high confidence of being true foreign keys and are more
likely to be verified as a true foreign key.

In a true foreign key relationship, the dependent attribute couldn’t be contained
in the set of values of many other attributes, while the referenced attribute couldn’t
be referenced by multiple attributes from one table. Combining with web tables’
characteristics, we get conflict detection rules below.

Conflict Detection Rules:

• A foreign key can only reference one primary key in the same referenced table.

• A primary key can only be referenced by one foreign key in the same dependent
table.

Figure 4 gives examples about conflict rules. In Figure 4 a), there are foreign

key candidates R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b and R.a

δ,λ−→ S.c . In case any candidate is verified to be
a true foreign key, another will be ruled out. This case indicates the similarity of b
and c is very high, and there exists data redundancy in S. In Figure 4 b), there are

foreign key candidates R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b and R.c

δ,λ−→ S.b . In the same way, when any
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candidate is verified to be a true foreign key, another will be removed. This case
indicates the similarity of attribute R.a and R.c is very high, and there exist data
redundancy in R.

a) b)

Figure 4. Conflicts of foreign key candidates

Based on the conflict detection rule, we propose to deduce unlabeled candidates
with the labeled ones. Details of this candidate deduction algorithm are shown in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Candidate Deduction Based on Conflict Detection

Input: LC: a set of candidates that have been labeled as true foreign keys;
uc: an unlabeled candidate;

Output: rc: the deduced result of uc;
1: begin
2: rc← null;
3: for ∀c ∈ LC do
4: Conf← false;
5: F ← AttrSame(c.ref, uc.ref);
6: if F then
7: Conf← TableSame(c.dep.t, uc.dep.t);
8: else
9: F ← AttrSame(c.dep, uc.dep);

10: if F then
11: Conf← TableSame(c.ref.t, uc.ref.t);
12: end if
13: end if
14: if Conf then
15: rc← lable(uc, false);
16: end if
17: end for
18: return rc;
19: end

Given a set of candidates LC that have been labeled as true foreign keys and
an unlabeled candidate uc, for each labeled candidate in LC, this algorithm check
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whether its referenced attribute is the same with the referenced attribute of un-
labeled candidate (lines 3–5). If it is the same, check whether their dependent
attributes are from the same table, and label the unlabeled candidate as a conflict
if the checking result is true (lines 6–7). Otherwise, check whether its dependent
attribute is the same with the dependent attribute of unlabeled candidate or not,
if it is the same, check whether their referenced attributes are from the same ta-
ble, and label the unlabeled candidate as a conflict if the checking result is true
(lines 8–13). The unlabeled candidate will be deduced as a non-foreign-key if it
is labeled as conflict candidate (lines 14–16). Finally, the deduced result will be
returned (lines 18–19).

Task selection aims at reducing crowdsourcing cost by reducing the number
of tasks (i.e. crowdsourced candidates). Using the candidate deduction algorithm
based on conflict detection, we dynamically reduce tasks (i.e. candidates) which can
be deduced and select the most valuable task to be crowdsourced. When publishing
tasks to crowdsourcing platform, we should give priority to the candidate which is
most likely to be a true foreign key. Once a true foreign key is confirmed, other
candidates conflicting with it will be removed from the task list.

The dynamical task selection method based on conflict selects tasks from two
perspectives. From the global perspective, it chooses the high-influence vertex first.
Then it chooses the foreign key candidates with high confidence first from the local
perspective. Details of this method are shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Dynamical Task Selection Method Based on Conflict

Input: G: a foreign key candidates reference graph;
Output: R: the labeled result of candidates in G;
1: begin
2: flag← hasEdge(G);
3: while flag do
4: vh ← getTopV(G);
5: CS← asDepAttr(vh);
6: cfkh ← getTopE(CS);
7: r ← crowd(cfkh), R← crowd(cfkh);
8: elimEdge(cfkh, G);
9: if r then

10: R← deduceCan(r, CS), cc← confCan(r,CS);
11: elimEdge(cc,G);
12: end if
13: end while
14: return R;
15: end

Given a foreign key candidates reference graph G, we first calculate each vertex’s
weight and select the one (denoted as vh) with the highest weight (lines 2–4). Then
from the foreign key candidate set where vh is a dependent attribute, we choose the
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candidate cfkh with the highest confidence to be verified by the crowd (lines 5–7).
After getting the verification result, we eliminate the corresponding edge of cfkh
from G (line 8). If cfkh is verified to be a true foreign key, unlabeled candidates will
be deduced using Algorithm 1, and corresponding edges will be removed (lines 9–11).
Above steps are repeated until there is no edge in G, and then the labeled result of
candidates in G will be returned (lines 13–15).

4.2 Task Selection Based on Inclusion Dependency

In addition to conflicts, there may be an inclusion dependency between dependent
attributes which refer to the same referenced attribute. In this section, we introduce
another task selection method based on inclusion dependency.

Suppose there are three foreign key candidates A.a
δ,λ−→ B.b, C.c

δ,λ−→ B.b and

A.a
δ,λ−→ D.d that have been verified to be true foreign keys, and COV (B.b, A.a) =

COV (B.b, C.c) = COV (D.d,A.a) = 1, i.e. A.a ⊆ B.b, C.c ⊆ B.b, A.a ⊆ D.d. If
C.c ⊆ A.a, it is easy to get C.c ⊆ D.d. Because foreign key is a semantic relationship
between attributes [1], we can get the conclusion that

1. the semantics of B.b is similar to the semantics of A.a and C.c, and

2. the semantics of A.a is similar to the semantics of D.d.

Thus, we infer that

1. A.a and C.c are semantically related, and

2. C.c and D.d are semantically related.

Based on the above conditions, the candidate C.c
δ,λ−→ D.d could be deduced as

a true foreign key. This discovery gives us an inspiration of deducing candidates
based on inclusion dependency between dependent attributes which is the core of
this task selection method (based on inclusion dependency).

Next, we will describe the candidate deduction method based on inclusion de-
pendency. Algorithm 3 gives the details of the method.

Given a set of candidates LC that have been labeled as true foreign keys and
an unlabeled candidate uc, denote the referenced attribute and dependent attribute
of uc as P.k and F.k′, respectively (line 2), the algorithm first check whether there
is any labeled candidate (denoted as c) of which the dependent attribute is the
same with F.k and coverage equals to 1 (lines 3–6). If any, it will try to discover
another two labeled candidates (denoted as c′ and c′′) which have the same dependent
attribute and satisfy

1. referenced attribute of c′ is the same with referenced attribute of c and referenced
attribute of c′′ is the same with P.k,

2. the coverage of c′ and c′′ are equal to 1,

3. all values in F.k′ are a subset of dependent attribute of c′.
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Algorithm 3 Candidate Deduction Based on Inclusion Dependency

Input: LC : a set of candidates that have been labeled as true foreign keys;
uc: an unlabeled candidate;

Output: rc: the deduced result of uc;
1: begin
2: rc← null , P.k ← uc.refAttrrc, F.k′ ← uc.depAttr ;
3: for ∀c ∈ LC do
4: if c.depAttr == F.k && c.coverage == 1 then
5: C.r ← c.refAttr , LC ′ ← LC − {c};
6: end if
7: S ← Pair2Can(LC ′);
8: while S do
9: s← getEle(S), c′ ← s.c1, c

′ ← s.c2, remove(s);
10: if c′.depAttr == c′′.depAttr && c′.refAttr == C.r && c′.refAttr ==

P.k && c′.coverage == c′′.coverage == 1 && Fk′ ⊆ c′.depAttr then
11: rc ← label(uc, true);
12: break;
13: end if
14: end while
15: if rc then
16: break;
17: end if
18: end for
19: return rc;
20: end

If these candidates exist, then uc will be deduced as a true foreign key (lines 7–14).
Finally, the deduced result will be returned (lines 15–19).

Example 1. For an unlabeled candidate C.c
δ,λ−→ D.d with COV (D.d, C.c) = 1

(i.e. C.c ⊆ D.d), we check whether there is any candidate C.c
δ,λ−→ B.b with

COV (B.b, C.c) = 1 has been labeled as true. If any, we try to detect the labeled
candidates which have the same dependent attribute (T.m) and satisfy the following
conditions:

1. T.m reference to B.b and D.d at the same time,

2. COV (B.b, T.m) = COV (D.d, T.m) = 1,

3. C.c ⊆ D.d.

If these candidates exist, then the candidate C.c
δ,λ−→ D.d can be deduced as a true

foreign key.

Generally, candidates deduced with high confidence are more credible. So, we
are inclined to let candidates with low confidence be crowdsourced and candidates
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with high confidence to be deduced. Given a set of candidates to be verified, the task
selection method based on inclusion dependency sorts them by their confidence in
increasing order and gives priority to candidates with higher confidence first. Each
time, candidate with the lowest confidence will be checked whether it can be deduced
based on inclusion dependency. If not, its corresponding task will be posted to the
crowdsourcing platform, otherwise, it will be deduced as a true foreign key.

4.3 A Combined Task Selection Method

To reduce the number of tasks as much as possible, we combine the task selection
method based on conflict detection and inclusion dependency in practice. The above
task selection methods (in Sections 4.1 and 4.2) publish the most valuable candidate
to the crowdsourcing platform. Hence, long latency would be caused when only one
candidate is posted to crowd at a time. To overcome this drawback, the combined
task selection method places multiple candidates into a single task.

The core of the combined method is detecting redundant candidates in the task.
There are two kinds of redundant candidates, certainly redundant candidates which
could be deduced by labeled candidates and probably redundant candidates which
are probably deduced by other unlabeled candidates in the same task.

Definition 5 (Certainly redundant candidate). Given a set of labeled candidates C
and an unlabeled candidate uc which will be crowdsourced, if uc could be deduced
by candidates in C with any candidate deduction method (i.e. candidate deduc-
tion based on conflict detection or inclusion dependency), we say uc is a certainly
redundant candidate.

Definition 6 (Probably redundant candidates). Let UC be a set of unlabeled can-
didates which will be crowdsourced together in a single task, and uc is one of them,
suppose all candidates except uc will be labeled as true foreign keys by crowd. Let
C ′ be the labeled result set. If uc could be deduced by any candidates in C ′ with
any candidate reduction method, we say uc is a probably redundant candidate in
UC .

Next, we will introduce how to check and deal with two kinds of redundant
candidates in a single task. Suppose k unlabeled candidates will be placed into
a single task each time. For each unlabeled candidate, we need to check whether
it could be deduced by labeled candidates first. If any, it will be recognized as
a certainly redundant candidate and be deduced. A certainly redundant candidate
will be removed and never be crowdsourced. Then the unlabeled candidates left
should be checked whether they are probably redundant candidates in the task. For
each candidate left, we suppose all the others will be labeled as true foreign keys
and check whether it could be deduced with any candidate deduction method. If
not, it will be recognized as a valuable candidate, otherwise, it will be recognized
as a probably redundant candidate. Only valuable candidates will be placed into
the crowdsourcing task, and probably redundant candidates will be hold on. After
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crowdsourcing results coming up, some probably redundant candidates might be
deduced, and others not be deduced will be added into the unlabeled candidate set
again. Algorithm 4 shows the details of the redundant candidate detection method.

Algorithm 4 Redundant Candidates Detection

Input: LC : a set of candidates which have been labeled as true foreign keys;
ULC : a set of candidates that need to be crowdsourced;

Output: RLC : a candidate set without redundant candidate
1: begin
2: if ∃c ∈ LC then
3: ULC ← DeduceConflict(LC ,ULC );
4: ULC ← DeduceIND(LC ,ULC );
5: end if
6: Temp ← Label(ULC , true);
7: ULC ← DeduceConflict(Temp,ULC );
8: RLC ← DeduceIND(Temp,ULC );
9: return RLC ;

10: end

Given a set of candidates that need to be crowdsourced, we first deduce certainly
redundant candidates with the candidate deduction methods (lines 2–5). Then we
suppose all candidates left will be labeled as true foreign keys (line 6) and detect
probably redundant candidates, i.e. detect whether they could be deduced by other
candidates when they are labeled as true foreign keys (lines 7–8). Here, the proce-
dure DeduceConflict is used to deduce candidates based on conflict detection, and
the procedure DeduceIND is used to deduce candidates based on inclusion dependen-
cies. Finally, the candidate set without redundant candidate will be returned (line 9).

Algorithm 5 gives the details of the combined task selection method.
Given a set of unlabeled foreign key candidates, we first sort them by their

confidence in increasing order and select the top-k candidates to make up a task
(lines 2–5). Then we remove the redundant candidates in the task and check the
number of tasks (lines 8–9). If the number is less than k, we update the tasks (i.e.
add new unlabeled tasks into the task) and repeat steps above until the number of
candidates in the task is not less than k (lines 10–17).

Example 2. Consider the foreign key candidates in Figure 3. Suppose 5 candidates
are contained in a task, COV (C.d,A.a) = COV (C.d, E.f) = COV (B.c, A.a) = 1
and E.f ⊆ A.a. Firstly, we sort these candidates by their confidence in increasing

order and get the top-5 candidates, i.e., A.a
δ,λ−→ B.b, E.f

δ,λ−→ C.d, A.a
δ,λ−→ C.d,

A.a
δ,λ−→ B.c and E.f

δ,λ−→ B.c. For there is no labeled candidate, we just detect
probably redundant candidate. For each candidate, suppose all the others will be

labeled as true foreign keys. A.a
δ,λ−→ B.c and A.a

δ,λ−→ B.b are conflict candidates. In

this case, we should crowdsource candidates with high confidence first. So, A.a
δ,λ−→
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Algorithm 5 The Combined Task Selection Method

Input: LC : a set of candidates that have been labeled as true foreign keys;
ULC : an unlabeled candidate set;
k: the number of candidates that need to be placed into a task;

Output: T : the task that needs to be crowdsourced;
1: begin
2: if ∃c ∈ ULC then
3: S ← SortInc(ULC );
4: T ← getTopK (S);
5: RD ← true;
6: while RD do
7: T ← RedundancyDetect(T,LC );
8: if Num(T ) < k then
9: RD ← true;

10: if RD then
11: T ← Update(T );
12: end if
13: else
14: RD ← false;
15: end if
16: end while
17: end if
18: return T ;
19: end

B.c will be recognized as a probably redundant candidate. In addition, E.f
δ,λ−→ B.c

might be deduced by A.a
δ,λ−→ B.c, E.f

δ,λ−→ C.d and A.a
δ,λ−→ C.d, therefore, it will be

recognized as a probably redundant candidate and be temporarily removed. After
eliminating redundant candidates, there are only 3 valuable candidates left. So, we

need add another two tasks (i.e. C.e
δ,λ−→ D.g and B.b

δ,λ−→ D.g) into the task and

check the redundant tasks again. If A.a
δ,λ−→ B.c is verified to be a true foreign key

by crowd, A.a
δ,λ−→ B.b will be labeled as false directly, otherwise, it will be added

into subsequent task to be verified by crowd. Likewise, if A.a
δ,λ−→ B.c, E.f

δ,λ−→ C.d

and A.a
δ,λ−→ C.d are verified to be true foreign keys, E.f

δ,λ−→ B.c will be deduced as
a true foreign key, otherwise, it will be added into subsequent task group.

5 TASK REDUCTION WITH SAMPLING

Browsing a large volume table will surely make workers impatient and lead a high
cost. To control the tasks’ latency, we propose a sampling strategy to sample some
representative tuples to prompt to workers.
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Generally, the sampling method can be divided into a uniform sampling and
a biased sampling. A foreign key relationship involves two tables. Although records
in single table are independent, there exists dependency among the attribute pair
in a foreign key relationship. Hence, uniform sampling could not be used simply in
this situation. We propose a combinational sampling method which can keep the
original relationship between tables while reducing the tables’ volume.

Our task reduction method based on sampling strategy consists of two phases:
dependent table reduction and referenced table reduction. Suppose there is a can-

didate foreign key relationship R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b between table R and S. We sample

the dependent table R with the uniform sampling and get the reduced table R′.
Based on R′, we sample the referenced table S with a biased sampling method. We
describe the details as follows.

1. Dependent table reduction: Suppose there are m tuples in the dependent table
R, the sample rate is φ. Considering that each tuple in the table has the same
probability to be sampled though some of them may have the same value on
dependent attribute, we randomly sample bm × φc tuples from R to make up
the reduced dependent table R′.

2. Referenced table reduction: Suppose there are n tuples in the referenced table S,
and the uniqueness degree of the referenced attribute S.b is δ′, only bn×φc rows
are allowed to be sampled. If we randomly sample the referenced table, the
original relationship between two tables (the dependent table and the referenced
table) could not be hold. We partition S into covered part and uncovered part.
The covered part consists of tuples in which the referenced attribute is referenced
by the values sampled in the dependent attribute. The uncovered part consists
of tuples left when removing the covered part from S. From the covered part,
we extract all the tuples in which values of the referenced attribute is referenced
by values of the dependent attribute in R′ (reduced dependent table). Suppose
the number of tuples sampled from the covered part is k, we then randomly
select bm × φc − k tuples from the uncovered part, and combine all the tuples
we sampled into the reduced referenced table S ′.

Example 3. Consider two tables in Figure 5, in which Figure 5 a) is the referenced
table S with 16 tuples, and Figure 5 b) is the dependent table R with 12 tuples.

There exists a foreign key relationship R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b on which the uniqueness degree on

S.b is 0.94, and S.b’s coverage to R.a is 0.92. If the sampling rate is 0.5, R should be
reduced to 6 tuples while S should be reduced to 8 tuples. According to our sampling
method, we randomly sample 6 tuples from R and make up the reduced dependent
table R′ (see Figure 5 d)). After getting R′, we should make corresponding reduction
to the referenced table. We first partition S into covered part and uncovered part,
then extract 4 tuples in which values of the referenced attribute short name is
referenced by values of the dependent attribute country in R′ (the value of short
name is United States, United Kingdom, Japan and Vietnam) from the covered
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5. An example of task reduction by sampling

part, and randomly select 4 tuples from the uncovered part. The reduced referenced
table S ′ is shown in Figure 5 c).

From this example, we can see that only small fraction of tuples in web tables
can ensure the quality of crowdsourcing task. In Section 6, we will make suggestion
for optimal sampling rate by comparing the performance of different sampled tasks.

6 EXPERIMENT

We evaluate our method using a number of real word web tables. The goals of our
experiment are:

1. compare the performance of our candidate foreign key generation algorithm with
the fast foreign key detection method proposed in [2],
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2. evaluate the power of the crowd,

3. evaluate the effectiveness of the task selection method,

4. evaluate the effectiveness of the task reduction method with sampling.

Dataset: We crawled more than 1 000 web tables from Google tables [6] and selected
118 tables which have semantic relationships with each other to conduct our
experiment. The content of these tables refers to sports, economy, technology,
movies and so on. Tuples in these tables add up to 12 717, and the total columns
are 699. For there is no declared semantic relationship between these web tables,
we manually labeled 550 foreign key constraints as the “ground truth” with the
help of machine algorithm.

6.1 Performance Comparison of Machine Algorithms

Before crowdsourcing, we preprocess the web tables using machine algorithms to find
foreign key candidates with high probability. In this section, we compare the preci-
sion, recall and F-Measure of our candidate foreign key detection method denoted
as WFD with the fast foreign key detection method denoted as FFD [2].

We run two algorithms to process the web tables, respectively and compare
their performance. Under different thresholds of candidate confidence (varying from
0.5 to 1), we compare the precision, recall and the F-measure of FFD and WFD.
Precision and recall are calculated by Equations (5) and (6), respectively.

Precision =
|TAF |
|AF |

, (5)

Recall =
|TAF |
|WF |

. (6)

Where TAF is the set of true foreign keys the machine-based algorithm discov-
ered, AF denotes the foreign key candidates the machine-based algorithm detected,
and WF is the true foreign keys in the dataset. F-measure is defined as the harmonic
mean of precision and recall in following formula:

F =
(1 + α)× Precision × Recall

α× Precision + Recall
(7)

where α is set to 1 in the experiment.
Table 1 shows the number of candidate foreign keys (FFD disc, WFD disc), true

foreign keys they discovered (FFD true, WFD true). WFD finds more true foreign
keys than FFD. The higher the threshold is, the less candidates they will find.

Figures 6, 7, 8 describe the precision, recall, and F-measures of the two algo-
rithms, respectively.

When confidence threshold varies from 0.5 to 1, all precision values of WFD are
higher than that of FFD. When the threshold is set to 0.9, the precision of WFD
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θ FFD disc FFD true WFD disc WFD true

0.50 772 229 819 448

0.55 598 217 756 437

0.60 487 212 703 428

0.65 435 201 678 420

0.70 320 165 593 409

0.75 253 154 406 310

0.80 205 128 263 207

0.85 133 93 198 156

0.90 94 67 169 134

0.95 45 33 102 79

1.00 17 12 22 17

Table 1. Experiment result of FFD and WFD

Figure 6. Precision of FFD and WFD

reaches to 79.29 %. The highest precision of FFD is 70.21 % when the threshold

is 0.95. For a foreign key candidate R.a
δ,λ−→ S.b, FFD measures its confidence

by four factors including similarity between table name of R.a and S.b. However,
most of the web tables’ names could not describe the semantics of tables exactly.
Eliminating the influence of web table’s name makes WFD performs better than
FFD in precision. The higher the confidence is, the higher the quality of foreign key
candidates. Therefore, the precision of WFD and FFD trends to increase generally
as confidence threshold increases.

With the increase of confidence threshold, the recall of the two methods de-
creases. When the threshold is less than 0.7, WFD’s recall is much higher than
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Figure 7. Recalls of FFD and WFD

Figure 8. F-measures of FFD and WFD

that of FFD. Relatively, the FFD’s recall decreases slowly with the increase of the
threshold, while the WFD’s recall has a sharp decline with threshold = 0.75. WFD
relaxes requirements for uniqueness of key and strict inclusion dependency, therefore
its recall is higher than FFD.

Generally, the precision and recall are mutually restricted, and F-measure is
a combination of these two indicators which can inflect the overall performance of
the method. From Figure 8, F-measure of WFD is higher than that of FFD under
various threshold values. WFD and FFD with lower confidence thresholds (less than
0.7 and 0.65, respectively) could not achieve full effectiveness in detecting foreign key
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candidates. Obviously, it is more possible to contain false positives in candidates
with low thresholds. As the threshold grows, the F-measure of WFD and FFD
reaches highest (0.72 for WFD and 0.41 for FFD). After that, the F-measure value
decreases because recall decreases along with high confidence threshold.

In summary, our machine algorithm performs better than the state-of-the-art
algorithm for discovering foreign key candidates on web tables.

6.2 Evaluation of Power of the Crowd

Analyzing the result made by WFD, we find that the false positive candidates are
generated mainly because of lack of tables’ semantics. With the help of the crowd,
those false positives could be easily distinguished. The crowdsourcing experiment
is implemented on CrowdSR [12], which is a crowdsourcing platform for semantic
recovering of web tables.

From Figure 8, we can see that the F-measure of WFD reaches to the maximum
value when the confidence threshold is set to 0.7. So, we set the threshold to 0.7
in the following experiment which means that 593 foreign key candidates including
409 true foreign keys and 184 false positive candidates need to be verified by the
crowd. We create corresponding microtasks and post them to the crowd. These tasks
are organized to 36 groups, each of which includes the true foreign keys and false
positive candidates. Each task is finished by at least three workers with professional
knowledge, and the majority voting are used to aggregate answers. Before doing
tasks, workers should pass a qualification test which consists of three simple foreign
keys verification tasks.

As a result, 376 candidates are verified as true foreign keys, among which 371 true
foreign keys are correctly verified, and 5 false positive candidates are verified as true
foreign keys by mistake. The performance comparison of machine algorithm and
hybrid method is shown in Figure 9.

Obviously, the precision and F-measure of the human-machine hybrid method is
better than the machine algorithm. The precision of the hybrid method is improved
to 371/376 = 98.67 % from 68.97 % with the help of the crowd, since most candidates
verified as true foreign keys by crowd are proved to be true. The recall of the human-
machine hybrid approach is lower (67.45 % vs. 76.36 %) than that of the machine
algorithm, because all foreign keys discovered by the human-machine hybrid method
are contained in the output of machine algorithm.

6.3 Evaluation of Effectiveness of Dynamical Task Selection Method

This experiment is conducted on the same candidate set mentioned in Section 6.2,
which contains 593 foreign key candidates with 409 true foreign keys and 184 false
positive candidates. We use the combined task selection method to select the most
valuable candidates to be verified and compare candidate numbers and precision with
the naive task assignment method (i.e. assign all candidates to workers). Table 2
shows the result.
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Figure 9. Performance comparison

Method
Crowdsourced

Candidate Numbers
Foreign Keys

Output
True Foreign

Keys
Precision

Task Selection 322 384 368 95.83 %

Naive 593 376 371 98.67 %

Table 2. Naive task assignment method vs. task selection method

By the task selection method, total number of crowdsourced candidates is re-
duced to 322, about 54.30 % of the number of naive method. The task selection
method outputs more foreign keys (384 vs. 376) because some candidates that are
mislabeled as false positives in the naive method are deduced as true. There is
no significant difference in the number of true foreign keys output by two methods
(368 vs. 371). Conflict detection could help to remove candidates conflicted with
the true foreign key, and inclusion dependency detection could help to deduce for-
eign key relationship. However, if candidates are mislabeled as true by the crowd,
those candidates that are in conflict with them may be wrongly recognized as false
positives. So, the precision of the task selection method is slightly lower (95.83 %
vs. 98.67 %) than that of the naive method

To summarize these experimental results, our task selection method can effec-
tively reduce the number of tasks thus reducing the monetary cost. Although some
human errors may be amplified, foreign key detection precision under the task se-
lection still reaches 95.83 %.

6.4 Evaluation of Effectiveness of the Task Reduction Method

Finally, we evaluate the task reduction method based on sampling strategy. Our
main goal is to compare the time cost of the tasks reduced by our method with
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the naive tasks without sampling. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the task
reduction method, we vary the sampling rate from 0.1 to 0.5, and compare the finish
time and precision.

We sample the dependent table randomly, then partition the referenced table
into two parts, the covered part and the uncovered part. From the covered part,
we extract all tuples related to the sampled dependent table. Figure 10 shows the
average time cost for each task with different sampling rate. Obviously, the average
latency is substantially proportional to the sample rate. The time cost of our task
reduction method under sampling rate from 0.1 to 0.5 is always lower than the
average time cost 54 s of naive tasks.

Figure 10. The average time cost under different sampling rate

Though our task reduction method keeps as much original table features as
possible by using combinational sampling strategy, it is more easily for the crowd
to make erroneous judgment when the table has been badly compressed with low
sampling rate. Figure 11 shows the precision of the crowd verification result in
different sampling rate. The precision increases with the increase of sampling rate.
When the rate is set to 0.5, 364 candidates are verified as foreign keys by the crowd
among which 353 are true foreign keys and the precision is close to the precision of
the naive method. All the precisions of labeling results under sampling rate from
0.1 to 0.5 are more than 92 %.

In summary, our task reduction method with sampling strategy has a better
performance than the naive method. Setting the sampling rate to 0.4, the average
time cost is reduced to 41 s, while the precision of the verification result is very close
to the precision of the naive method.

Quality vs. Cost. As both the precision and time cost are positively related to
the sampling rate, there is a tradeoff between quality and cost. It is very im-
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Figure 11. Precision comparison under different sampling rate

portant to select an appropriate sampling rate when using this task reduction
method.

7 RELATED WORK

Recently, structured data from the web, such as the web tables, has been identified
to have a high value in research. Thus, many researchers tend to recover [13, 14, 15]
or integrate [16, 17] data in web tables.

Foreign key detection is an important work for analyzing and integrating data
in web tables. Previous researches mainly focus on identifying inclusion dependen-
cies. Bauckmann et al. proposed an algorithm named SPIDER for detecting unary
inclusion dependencies [4], while some works [1, 2, 3] present a global way for foreign
key detection in relational database. Rostin et al. detect putative foreign keys with
a learning based method and propose some meaningful features for classifying inclu-
sion dependencies [1], including DistinctDependentValues, Coverage, ColumeName,
and DependentAndReferenced. Chen et al. propose a fast foreign-key detection
method in PowerPivot [2] to perform this detection interactively and with high
precision even when data sets scale to hundreds of millions of rows and the schema
contains tens of tables and hundreds of columns. Randomness is proposed and an al-
gorithm is developed to discover single-column and multi-column foreign keys in [3].
However, all the previous methods are not effective for discovering foreign keys on
web tables of poor quality, which could not satisfy the entity integrity constraint
and referential integrity constraint.

Fortunately, these problems could be solved easily with human’s intelligence.
Crowdsourcing is a good way to solve problems that are difficult for computers, and
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it is widely used in academia such as entity resolution [7], sentiment analysis [8], and
image recognition [9]. In this paper, we propose a hybrid human-machine framework
to detect foreign keys on web tables. After discovering candidates and evaluating
their confidence of being true foreign keys by machine algorithm, we verify those
false positives leveraging the power of crowd.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Previous researches on foreign key detection mainly focus on finding the foreign key
relationships between the relational tables in database. We are the first to propose
a hybrid human-machine framework for discovering foreign keys on web tables which
may not satisfy the entity integrity constraint and referential integrity constraint.
To reduce the monetary cost, we proposed a dynamical task selection method based
on conflict detection and inclusion dependency. Besides, to make workers complete
tasks more effectively, sampling strategy is applied to reduce the task volume. The
experimental results show our hybrid human-machine approach could indeed achieve
a much higher detection precision with lower monetary cost and time cost.
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